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Cold Clouds
If a cloud top extends above the 0oC level, it is called a cold cloud

T< -40oC - ice only

-40oC 10,500 m (35,000 ft)

0oC (Freezing level) 
4,500 m (14,500 ft)

T>0oC - liquid water only

Supercooled droplets

Mixed cloud

Ice particles

Glaciated Cloud

Warm Cloud



Growth of Ice in Clouds
Growth from the vapor phase (deposition)

The equation for the growth rate of mass of an ice crystal m is similar 
to the one for the mass of droplet except for introduction of the 
capacitance C (arising from analogy between electric field around an arbitrary 
shaped charged particle and stationary diffusion equation) 

! 

C = r For spherical particles (drops; graupel; hail)

For plate-type particles (plates; dendrites)

! 

C = 2r /"

Ice crystals grow most rapidly by vapor 
deposition in mixed clouds at temperatures 
around -12oC
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Growth of Ice in Clouds
Bergeron-Findeisen process

Saturation vapor pressure over ice is always lower than over liquid  water;

 In mixed-phase clouds, vapor is saturated with respect to liquid water; 
hence, supersaturated with respect to ice

 So, in mixed clouds ice is growing at the expense of supercooled droplets.
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and generally require about 10 min before showing
signs of plentiful ice particles. It also appears from
measurements in clouds that high ice particle con-
centrations occur after the formation of drops with
diameters !25 "m and when rimed ice particles
appear. These observations are consistent with the
hypothesis that the high ice particle concentrations
are due to the ejection of ice splinters during riming.
However, calculations based on the results of labo-
ratory experiments on ice splinter production during
riming suggest that this process is too slow to explain
the explosive formation of extremely high concen-
trations of ice particles observed in some clouds.
As indicated schematically in Fig. 6.35, an additional
“super” ice enhancement mechanism may sometimes
operate, but the exact nature of this mechanism
remains a mystery.

6.5.3 Growth of Ice Particles in Clouds

(a) Growth from the vapor phase. In a mixed cloud
dominated by suprecooled droplets, the air is close to
saturated with respect to liquid water and is there-
fore supersaturation with respect to ice. For example,
air saturated with respect to liquid water at #10 $C is
supersaturated with respect to ice by 10% and at
#20 $C it is supersaturated by 21%. These values are

much greater than the supersaturations of cloudy air
with respect to liquid water, which rarely exceed 1%.
Consequently, in mixed clouds dominated by super-
cooled water droplets, in which the cloudy air is close
to water saturation, ice particles will grow from the
vapor phase much more rapidly than droplets. In
fact, if a growing ice particle lowers the vapor pres-
sure in its vicinity below water saturation, adjacent
droplets will evaporate (Fig. 6.36).

Explosive formation of
~10–100’s per liter of regular
and irregular crystals.
Liquid water content 
>0.5 g m–3.

Intense aggregation and fallout
of ice particles. Concentrations
of ice particles begin to decline
and liquid water is depleted.

Small aggregates
and single ice crystals.
No liquid water. Particle size

sorting produces
filaments and virga.

>~

Large fast-falling 
ice particles.

>~ 

Frozen drizzle
drops and /or small
graupel, isolated
single and irregular ice
crystals ~0.1–20 per
liter.

ICE ENHANCEMENT

“SUPER” 
ICE ENHANCEMENT

~10 min

~10 min
~20 min

~10 min

~5 min

0 to 11°C

–5 to –20°C

<3 km >3 km

Virga

Fig. 6.35 Schematic of ice development in small cumuliform clouds. [Adapted from Quart. J. Roy. Meteor. Soc. 117, 231 (1991).
Reproduced by permission of The Royal Meteorological Society.]

Fig. 6.36 Laboratory demonstration of the growth of an ice
crystal at the expense of surrounding supercooled water
drops. [Photograph courtesy of Richard L. Pitter.]
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Fraction of Ice in Clouds
Dependence on Temperature

 Fraction of ice particles in the liquid drop/ice mixture in clouds 
generally increases as temperature decreases

Clouds with the top temperatures lower than -15oC are usually 
glaciated (way warmer than -40oC homogeneous freezing threshold).
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Growth of Ice in Clouds
Growth by Riming

Riming: Growth of an ice particle by colliding with supercooled droplets 
that then freeze onto them. It is the main source of graupel and, hence, 
precipitation.
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(b) Growth by riming/accretion (b) Growth by riming/accretion 
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crystals are solid columns that are hexagonal in cross
section (Fig. 6.40b).

Studies of the growth of ice crystals from the
vapor phase under controlled conditions in the lab-
oratory and observations in natural clouds have
shown that the basic habit of an ice crystal is
determined by the temperature at which it grows
(Table 6.1). In the temperature range between 0 and
!60 "C the basic habit changes three times. These
changes occur near !3, !8, and !40 "C. When the
air is saturated or supersaturated with respect to
water, the basic habits become embellished. For
example, at close to or in excess of water saturation,
column-like crystals take the form of long thin nee-
dles between !4 and !6 "C, from !12 to !16 "C
plate-like crystals appear like ferns, called dendrites
(Fig. 6.40c), from !9 to !12 "C and !16 to !20 "C
sector plates grow (Fig. 6.40d), and below !40 "C
the column-like crystals take the form of column
(often called bullet) rosettes (Fig. 6.40e). Because
ice crystals are generally exposed to continually
changing temperatures and supersaturations as they
fall through clouds and to the ground, crystals can
assume quite complex shapes.

(b) Growth by riming; hailstones. In a mixed
cloud, ice particles can increase in mass by colliding
with supercooled droplets that then freeze onto
them. This process, referred to as growth by riming,
leads to the formation of various rimed structures;
some examples are shown in Fig. 6.41. Figure 6.41a

shows a needle that collected a few droplets on its
leading edge as it fell through the air; Fig. 6.41b a
uniformly, densely rimed column; Fig. 6.41c a rimed

Table 6.1 Variations in the basic habits of ice crystals with temperaturea

Supersaturationb, c

Between ice and Near to or greater than
Temperature ("C) Basic habit water saturation water saturation

0 to !2.5 Plate-like Hexagonal plates Dendrites !1 to !2 "C

!3 Transition Equiaxed Equiaxed

!3.5 to !7.5 Column-like Columns Needles !4 to !6 "C
Hollow columns !6 to !8 "C

!8.5 Transition Equiaxed Equiaxed

!9 to !40 Plate-like Plates and multiple habitsd Scrolls and sector plates !9 to !12 "C
Dendrites !12 to !16 "C
Sector plates !16 to !20 "C

!40 to !60 Column-like Solid column rosettes below !41 "C Hollow column rosettes below !41 "C
a From information provided by J. Hallett and M. Bailey.
b If the ice crystals are sufficiently large to have significant fall speeds, they will be ventilated by the airflow. Ventilation of an ice crystal has a similar effect on embel-
lishing the crystal habit, as does increasing the supersaturation.
c At low supersaturations, crystal growth depends on the presence of molecular defects. As water saturation is approached, surface nucleation occurs near the crystal
edges and layers of ice spread toward the crystal interior. Growth at the edges of a crystal is limited by vapor and!or heat transfer and in the interior of a crystal by
kinetic processes at the ice–vapor interface.
d At lower supersaturations different crystal habits grow under identical ambient conditions depending on the defect structure inherited at nucleation.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 6.41 (a) Lightly rimed needle; (b) rimed column;
(c) rimed plate; (d) rimed stellar; (e) spherical graupel; and
(f) conical graupel. [Photographs courtesy of Cloud and
Aerosol Research Group, University of Washington.]
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Growth of Ice in Clouds
Growth by Aggregation

Aggregation: Ice crystals can collide with each other (when they have 
slightly different fall speeds) and may stick together forming a bigger 
particle (like snow flakes)
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will tend to rebound. Apart from this dependence
upon habit, the probability of two colliding crystals
adhering increases with increasing temperature, with
adhesion being particularly likely above about !5 "C
at which temperatures ice surfaces become quite
“sticky.” Some examples of ice particle aggregates
are shown in Fig. 6.44.

6.5.4 Formation of Precipitation
in Cold Clouds

As early as 1789 Franklin35 suggested that “much
of what is rain, when it arrives at the surface of the
Earth, might have been snow, when it began its
descent . . .” This idea was not developed until
the early part of the last century when Wegener, in
1911, stated that ice particles would grow prefer-
entially by deposition from the vapor phase in a
mixed cloud. Subsequently, Bergeron, in 1933, and
Findeisen36, in 1938, developed this idea in a more

by a balance between the drag and the gravita-
tional forces acting on a crystal, is independent of
the diameter of a plate. Because unrimed plate-like
crystals all have similar terminal fall speeds, they
are unlikely to collide with each other (unless
they come close enough to be influenced by wake
effects). The terminal fall speeds of rimed crystals
and graupel are strongly dependent on their
degrees of riming and their dimensions. For exam-
ple, graupel particles 1 and 4 mm in diameter have
terminal fall speeds of about 1 and 2.5 m s!1,
respectively. Consequently, the frequency of colli-
sions of ice particles in clouds is enhanced greatly if
some riming has taken place.

The second factor that influences growth by aggre-
gation is whether two ice particles adhere when they
collide. The probability of adhesion is determined
primarily by two factors: the types of ice particles and
the temperature. Intricate crystals, such as dendrites,
tend to adhere to one another because they become
entwined on collision, whereas two solid plates

(d)

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 6.44 Aggregates of (a) rimed needles; (b) rimed columns; (c) dendrites; and (d) rimed frozen drops. [Photographs cour-
tesy of Cloud and Aerosol Research Group, University of Washington.]

35 Benjamin Franklin (1706–1790) American scientist, inventor, statesman, and philosopher. Largely self-taught, and originally a
printer and publisher by trade. First American to win international fame in science. Carried out fundamental work on the nature of elec-
tricity (introduced the terms “positive charge,” “negative charge,” and “battery”). Showed lightning to be an electrical phenomenon (1752).
Attempted to deduce paths of storms over North America. Invented the lightning conductor, daylight savings time, bifocals, Franklin stove,
and the rocking chair! First to study the Gulf Stream.

36 Theodor Robert Walter Findeisen (1909–1945) German meteorologist. Director of Cloud Research, German Weather Bureau,
Prague, Czechoslovakia, from 1940. Laid much of the foundation of modern cloud physics and foresaw the possibility of stimulating rain by
introducing artificial ice nuclei. Disappeared in Czechoslovakia at the end of World War II.
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Aggregates of (a) rimed needles; (b) rimed columns; (c) dendrites; (d) 
rimed frozen drops.



SAM1MOM Microphysics
3 prognostic variables (explicitly transported around the grid):

h = cpT + gz! LqLIQ ! LsqICE !1)
2)

Liquid/ice static energy
qT = qv + qc + qi ! Total non-precipitating water 

3) qP = qr + qs + qg ! Total precipitating water 

Diagnostic variables :

qc =!ci (T )(qc + qi ) !
qi = (1!!ci (T ))(qc + qi ) !

qr =!r (T )(qr + qs + qg ) !
qg = (1!!r (T ))!gs (T )(qr + qs + qg ) !
qs = (1!!r (T ))(1!!gs (T ))(qr + qs + qg ) !

Cloud water
Cloud ice (“Pristine”)

Rain
Graupel/Hail

Snow

Saturation water vapor

Cloud ice (“Pristine”)
ω

T

0

1

To T1

* No explicit condensation/evaporation/deposition/sublimation rates are needed
* No explicit Bergeron-Findeisen processes
* All other bulk processes like autoconversion-to-rain, ice-to-snow conversion, 
sedimentation, riming, accretion rates change the prognostic variables (but not T).

qv =!ciqs + (1!!ci )qsi !



SAM1MOM Microphysics
Deficiencies

• Impossible to compute diabatic heating due to 
microphysics
• No link to aerosol (CCN)
• No Bergeron process
• Ice forms at 100% RH over ice, while observations 
suggest higher RH at very cold temperatures (cirrus)
• Mixed-phase clouds at narrow predefined temperature 
range (currently below -20oC all clouds are frozen)
• Artificial separation on prestine ice and snow
• ...



KH3 Microphysics
4 prognostic variables (explicitly transported around the grid):

h = cpT + gz! LqLIQ ! LsqICE !1)
2)

Liquid/ice static energy
Total non-precipitating liquid water 

4) Precipitating water 

4 diagnostic variables :
Cloud water

Saturation Vapor

Rain

Graupel/Hail

α

T

0

1

-40oC

* Explicit Bergeron-Findeisen process for mixed-phase clouds
* Cirrus formation from “aerosol” at significant super-saturation over ice
* Aggregation into snow is implicitly included
* Riming of cloud water by ice creates graupel

qT = qv + qc !
3) qi ! Ice (Pristine + Snow)

qP = qr + qg !

qc = qT ! q* !
q* = qs!(T ) !

d!
dT

=1! 0.01*(233!T ) !

qr =!rqP !
qg = (1!!r )qP !
Ni = f (T ) ! Ice concentration



Heimsfield et al 2013

Parameterization of ice concentration



Assumed ice size-spectrum: Gamma-distribution

!=0
!=1
!=2
!=4
!=8
!=6.5
!=-0.5

Size PDF:

Ice mixing ratio:

Assumed size-mass relationship:

(Heymsfield et al 2013)



Heimsfield et al 2013

Parameterization of dispersion parameter ! 

!



Vapor deposition/sublimation

Bulk rate of change 

Deposition rate on a plate

Ventilation factor



Heimsfield et al 2013



Ice sedimentation/deposition rates

Assumed dependence of terminal velocity on size (in m/s, D in m)

Best fit to data (P in hPa ):

Deposition rate



Ice precipitation rate



Riming (production of graupel)



DYNAMO
Dynamics of the Madden-Julian Oscillation

• SAM6.10.8
• 256x256x64 grid
• Δx=Δy=1 km
• Domain top at 27 km
• Microphysics:
• SAM1MOM
• M2005
• KH3

• Radiation: CAM3















Preliminary Test in SP-CAM3.5






